
While You’re Cutting Cardstock ….. 

A2 Cards are 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”. How you get there begins with a half 

sheet of regular card stock, which is 8-1/2” x 11”. Where you go from 

there can vary, so in this eBook I am going to teach you the basic siz-

es of layers called Card Faces, or Card Panels.  

Every time you cut a layer for the Card Face, you will use about 1/4 of 

a sheet. For that reason, I make 4 cards at a time to avoid storage 

of scraps and left overs.  The bonus is that you can make four cards 

in just 30 minutes, the length of time it would take you to make one 

card! 

From the very basic card-making skill of cutting your Card Bases, to 

the addition of layers, everyone uses these skills. I’ve started at the 

beginning just as I would if we were in the classroom together and I’m 

walking you through all the different sizes of a Card Face.  

I’ve taken the approach as though all of your cards will be a simple two 

layer card. Very quickly you will see cards online or in your mailbox 

where more than one layer can be used when incorporating printed pa-

pers or an embossing folder. This eBook addresses neither. 

Ready to Get Started? 

Before you get your supplies out, take the time to scan through these 

pages and see all the different sized Card Panels we’re going to talk 

about.  

NOTE: To avoid confusion, I’m using the same stamp set on every sam-

ple. I want you to be able to see the steps of changing the size of pan-

el more than figuring out different stamp sets for each. 
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Special points of 

interest: 

Many cards you 

find online will 

have one of these 

layouts 

Examples included 

here will show only 

the Clean & Sim-

ple (CAS) card 

with one layer 

Follow me at my 

blog to see these 

cards embellished 

with more lessons! 

What’s Inside 

Cutting The 

Card Base 
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4”x5.25” 4 

3.75”x5” 6 

3.5”x4.75” 8 

3.25”x4.5” 10 

3”x4.25” 12 

4 Cards in 30 Minutes         
  



Card Base: A2 Card Bases are 

the actual card that, when folded 

in half, give you a card 5-1/2” tall 

and 4-1/4” wide. This is the stand-

ard here in America, and another 

size is used in the South Pacific, 

United Kingdom, and Northern 

Europe. The basics are all the 

same: one half sheet of card 

stock. 

I am showing one way to score 

and cut the card stock, but it 

doesn’t really matter which way 

you score it. Once the card stock 

is cut in half, and folded in half, it 

will still fold down to an A2 card, 

4-1/4” x 5-1/2”. 

BOOK FOLD: When you create a 

card scored and cut as I’m show-

ing here, this is called a Book Fold 

card. There is another way: 

TENT FOLD: If you score at the 5-

1/2” line and then cut at 4-

1/4” you get a card base that 

is 4-1/4” x 11”. This is called a 

Tent Fold. 

No worries! It always folds in 

half to form an A2. 

Why deal with the Card Base flying 

open every time you try to stamp 

on it, or assemble your layer? 

Counter-intuitive, the score line 

“valley” is on the outside of your 

card. The indentation created by 

scoring is referred to “the worm” 

so we “bury the worm” to fold. 

Cutting Your Card Base 

HINT: Work with your Card Base Flat Until You Mail It! 
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Score The Whole Sheet of Card Stock First 

Part of saving time includes scor-

ing once and then cutting, rather 

having to score your pieces indi-

vidually. Because I create 4 Cards 

in 30 Minutes, I score two sheets 

and then cut them in half. This 

gives me 4 card bases. 
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Two sheets of card stock scored 

and cut in half will give you four 

Card Bases. Remember that you 

will work with “valleys” up. 

Easiest way to remember which 

side is the outside is to go ahead 

and stamp the back panel with 

your personalized stamp, logo 

stamp, or other. I had these cus-

tom stamps made by Joscie 

Cutchens at www.joscie.com 

4 Cards in 30 Minutes 

No Naked Envelopes! 
While you’re stamping, remember 

to stamp your 4 envelopes at the 

same time. You’ll save time get-

ting the stamps and inks back out 

when you’re ready to mail them, 

and just look at how pretty they 

are going through the mail! 
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The card panels that we cut in 

white are called Card Faces. Card 

Faces will be either Portrait style 

or Landscape style.  

This size of this Panel will leave 

very little Card Base showing on 

the front of the card. I have used 

colored card stock as my Card 

Base throughout the Course to 

point out what that looks like. 

Cut the sheet in half and then in half 

again. Thus: 

Cut down the length at 4”. Later, when 

you get into die cutting, these lengths 

of 11” strips can easily be run through a 

die-cutting machine. Otherwise, you can 

continue with your paper cutter. 

LESSON #1: Card Faces of 4” x 5-1/4” 

Second Cut 
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First Cuts 
This Card Panel goes very quickly as you 

will cut a half inch off the side, and then 

a half inch off the bottom of the full 

sheet of Card Stock. Save those strips! 

They will make great strips for stamping 

a sentiment on. I use a stamp position-

ing tool like a Stamparatus or MISTI to 

get things straight and on the paper. 
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For paper trimmer cutting a Card Face, 

take your two pieces and cut them 

again at 5-1/4”. This will create Card 

Panels that show 1/8” of the card base 

all the way around. 

Final Cuts 

Save Those Strips! 
Many sentiments can fit on those 1/2” 

strips, so don’t throw them away until 

you have finished your four cards today. 
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Again, Card Faces will be either 

Portrait style or Landscape style. 

This size of Panel will leave a quar-

ter inch of Card Base showing all 

the way around on the front of 

the card, but is still used fre-

quently by Card Makers that layer 

colored cardstock, and THEN this 

white Card Panel on top for the 

stamping. 

As before, Cut the sheet in half 

and then in half again. Thus: 

Cut down the length at 3-3/4” 

and then cut in half again at 5”. 

From now on you will see the first 

cuts and final cuts will be very 

similar, only different in sizes. 

LESSON 2: Card Faces of 3-3/4” x 5” 

Secondary Cuts 
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First Cuts 
First, trim an inch off the side, 

and another inch off the bottom 

of a full sheet of card stock. Save 

the strips. Now you’re getting into 

strips that you’ll be able to stamp 

two-lines of script or larger senti-

ments. 
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Your two pieces can be cut in half 

at 5”. 

This is a common size of card 

stock when cut in white for the 

stamping, and then layered on 

colored card stock using the 

measurements and instructions 

from page 4. 

Final Cuts 

Save Those Strips! 
This time you have strips that are 

1” and will fit even more senti-

ments from any stamp set. Once 

you have completed your four 

cards for today’s session, feel free 

to throw out the remaining pieces. 
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The pieces of this Card Face will 

leave a substantial amount of 

Card Base showing beneath. You 

may quickly stamp the Card Base 

with individual stamps to create a 

background pattern, or use a 

Background stamp. You also have 

room to layer larger pieces of De-

signer Series Papers underneath 

and you’ll see that done quite of-

ten to add interest. 

When you cut your rectangle into 

four pieces it will first be a cut 

down the length at 3-1/2”. 

As before, these are easily run 

through your die-cutting machine 

to make scalloped rectangles, for 

instance. 
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LESSON 3: Card Faces of 3-1/2” x 4-3/4” 

Secondary Cuts 

First Cuts 
Trim 1-1/2” off the side and anoth-

er 1-1/2” off the bottom of the 

card stock. Keep these strips as 

before! 
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Next, you’ll cut the rectangles at 

4-3/4”. Four card faces so quick 

and easy! 

Tertiary Cuts 

Final Cuts 
1-1/2” strips are now cut in half at 

3/4” and make fabulous strips for 

sentiments. I actually find the 

3/4” x whatever length needed to 

be the most versatile of all the 

sentiment strips. 
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The pieces of this Card Face will 

leave a substantial amount of 

Card Base showing beneath, and 

still, I don’t HAVE to stamp a 

background. Much more often I will 

use not a Background stamp, but 

one of the stamps in the set to 

create interest — in opposite cor-

ners, not all the way around. You 

can find that on my blogged 

cards. 

When you cut your rectangle into 

four pieces it will first be a cut 

down the length at 3-1/4”. 

As before, these are easily run 

through your die-cutting machine. 
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LESSON 4: Card Faces of 3-1/4” x 4-1/2” 

Secondary Cuts 

First Cuts 
Trim 2” off the side and another 

2” off the bottom of the card 

stock. Keep these strips as be-

fore. 

These pieces are large enough to 

provide die-cut and punched ele-

ments for this or other cards. 
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The rectangles from the first cut 

are cut in half now at 4-1/2”. Look 

at how wide those strips are! You 

could easily get four sentiments 

punched out with any of the large 

punch shapes, like Tailored Tag 

Punch. 

Tertiary Cuts 

Final Cuts 
Because the pieces that were cut 

off the side and bottom are 2”, I 

have a choice.  I can simply cut 

them in half to have sentiment 

strips at 1”, or, as I have done 

here: I cut 1/2” off first, and then 

cut the remaining 1-1/2” in half for 

those versatile 3/4” strips. 
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The pieces of this Card Face will, 

again, leave a substantial amount 

of Card Base showing beneath. 

You may quickly stamp the Card 

Base with individual stamps to 

create a background pattern, or 

use a Background stamp, or leave 

it bare as I have here. This size, as 

you will see, will create 6 Cards in 

30 Minutes! 

When you cut your rectangle into 

half, lay aside the 2” you chopped 

off the bottom to use later for six 

sentiments. This cut is made at 4

-1/4”. 
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LESSON 5: Card Faces of 3” x 4-1/4” 

Secondary Cuts 

First Cuts 
Trim 2” off the bottom of the card 

stock. Keep this piece as before! 

Do not cut anything off the side. 
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The long pieces cut at 3” will give 

you 6 pieces for six cards in this 

lesson. 

Do you own the Sweetly Stitched 

die set? The largest rectangle in 

that set can be laid sideways on 

the 4-1/4” x 9” strips and cut 6 

Sweetly Stitched pieces! 

As you can see, this option of a 6 Cards in 30 Minutes really works for layering and turning the Basic 

card into something fancy. Use the Sweetly Stitched rectangle as a focal point and gather die cut, or 

punched branches, twigs, florals on it. This “cluster of elements” is something I call a “Card Corsage” and 

will be covered in another lesson. 

When I create a “Card Corsage”, I leave the rest of the Card Base un stamped, without Designer Series 

Papers, and celebrate the White Space left. In art, it’s considered a place for the eye to rest. It really 

puts the focus on the Corsage whether you use a white Card Base or colored. 

Tertiary Cuts 

BONUS INFORMATION: Card Corsage 

Final Cuts 
Your 2” x 8-1/2” strip can be cut 

into two strips for sentiments. A 

1” height should fit quite a number 

of sentiment sizes. 

It’s also large enough to punch 

out sentiments with the Tailored 

Tag Punch SIDEWAYS to give you 

6 sentiments! Zero waste! 
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